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Abstract

Multilevel multithreshold decoders (MMTD) for self-orthogonal error-correcting codes are considered. Recent advances in the field of
error-correcting coding, which are used in various high-speed communication channels, are presented, as well as new opportunities
decoders of the same type for use in optical networks. The SER performance of MMTD is shown to be close to the results provided by
optimum total search methods. The performance of the concatenated coding schemes (a parallel and series-parallel concatenation of several
MMTD) is presented. Recommendation on selecting the best algorithm for decision block and the best parameters for decoders is given.
New methods for MMTD performance improving at the expense of better usage of decoded bits reliability with decision block are
proposed.
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Introduction
Coding theory is the branch of mathematics concerned with transmitting data across noisy channels and
recovering the message (Richardson & Urbanke, 2008). The value of error-correcting codes for information
transmission, both on Earth and from space, was immediately apparent, and a wide variety of codes were constructed
which achieved both economy of transmission and error-correction capacity.
Such error-correction coding systems as decoders of Reed-Solomon codes (Hanho Lee, 2005), convolutional
codes with decoding by Viterbi algorithm (AV) (Viterbi, 1967; Cristea, 2010), turbo codes (TC) (Berrou & Glavieux
& Thitimajshima P, 1993; Wilde & Min-Hsiu Hsieh & Babar, 2014; Breddermann & Vary (2014).) and low-density
parity-check codes (LDPC) (Richardson & Shokrollahi & Urbanke, 2001; Sharifi & Tanc & Duman, 2015) are widely
used in digital communications.
Comparison of the decoding algorithms shows that the most efficient algorithms, such as AV and TC
decoders in case of the long codes have a high complexity of implementation (Zolotaryov, 2006).
The complexity of optimal AV grows exponentially with length code K, and therefore it is usually used for
decoding codes with K≤9, possessing low efficiency (Robertson & Villebrun & Höher, 1995). Complexity of TC
decoder depends on the complexity of decoding methods of the component codes and the number of decoding
iterations. It also proves to be too great for them to use in the high-speed communication systems (Höher & Robertson
& Villebrun, 1997).
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As efficient error-correction method a multithreshold decoding (MTD) for self-orthogonal codes was
offered in (Zolotaryov, 1973). The method is possesses property of aspiration to the solution of the optimum decoder
with preserving linear complexity of decoder implementation at variation of length code K (Zolotaryov, 2003). MTD
is characterized with a very small number of operations, soft versions of these decoders can correct in channels with
high enough noise level streams of the data in high-speed communication systems (Zolotarev & Ovechkin, 2010).
MTD complexity (in case of the typical parameters of the encoder and decoder) is hundreds of times less
complexity TC decoders, but MTD performance is usually slightly less than performance of TC decoders
(Zolotaryov, 2006).
To increase the effectiveness MTD we were used the approaches based on cancatenation (Ovechkin &
Satybaldina & Tashatov, 2014; Ovechkin & Zolotarev & Satibaldina, 2014).
Objective of the Study
The current study aimed at investigating and improving the efficiency of self-orthogonal code decoding
using a multilevel multithreshold decoding (MMTD) (a parallel and series-parallel concatenation of several
multithreshold decoders).
Scheme of the Parallel Concatenation of Several Multithreshold Decoders
In this scheme, demodulator's soft decisions are sent in parallel on the N components MTD (as seen at
Figure 1). N decoded messages from N decoders are sent to the decision block. The decision block forms a decision
as result of decoding each bit on the majority principle.

Figure1: A parallel concatenation of several MTD
Let’s consider the characteristics of multilevel multithreshold decoding scheme in channels the Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and a binary phase modulation (BPSK) for the convolutional codes (a code rate R =
2/4, a length code K=9 and a length block n = 20748) and 16 levels of quantization solutions at the demodulator
output (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Performance of the parallel concatenation of several MTD over AWGN channel BPSK
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Five different decoders (MTD 1-5) with different parameters of the weights and thresholds were used in the
simulation, the number of iterations I = 15. Efficiency of the decoders are shown in Figure 2 by curved lines « MTD
1-5». It is seen that all five decoders have comparable efficacy. Multilevel MTD (curve "Parallel" at Figure 2) allows
to bring the effective border of the decoder in the high noise bandwidth to approximately 0.1 dB compared with a
non-multilevel MTD. It is seen that a coding gain can't be increased at low noise. In this area, each MTD works
almost like an optimal decoder for used code (curve "OptDecoder" at Figure 2), the effectiveness of which can't be
improved.
Scheme of the Serial - Parallel Concatenation of Several Multithreshold Decoders
Let’s consider the effectiveness of multilevel multithreshold decoding in which one decoder is additionally
used after the decision block. Scheme of the serial - parallel concatenation of several multithreshold decoders is
presented at Figure 3.
In this case, the bit sequence from decision block is further encoded by using an external decoder. This
change the scheme allows to increase decoding efficiency (curve "Ser-Par" at Figure 2). We can see that additional
coding gain to 0.2 dB compared to the parallel scheme. In this case the complexity of the MMTD implementation
increases only by 20%.
Effectiveness of the proposed schemes was investigated by increasing the encoding parameters. Five
multithreshold decoders were used for convolutional codes decoding with code rate R = 8/16, a length code K=17
and a length block n = 63472), the number of iterations I = 13. Note that in this case serial - parallel concatenation of
several multithreshold decoders gives a gain of 0.3 dB.

Figure 3: A serial-parallel concatenation of several MTD
Conclusion
It is shown that a fundamentally new level of performance and processing speed compared with absolutely
all known methods of error correction can be achieved by using different types of MTD algorithms.
Schemes of multilevel multithreshold decoding allow us to solve the problem to ensure high reliability of
data transmission without any additional modification of these algorithms. Their use is equally simple and effective at
the hardware and software implementation.
Researches of MTD algorithms were supported by the Russian fund of fundamental researches (grant No.
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